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and the "Daisy ofDeath" in the 6:6:6 triangulation, we have mutations
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(a) The Daisy of Death. (b) The Bloom of Doom. (c)
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The activation ofthe Daisy ofDeath. 12. Where does the AquafarE mce come from? (
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Bloom of Doom/Daisy of Death harness, which completely messes up the Light Body
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are distortions ("Daisy of Death") in the solar plane of our Solar System,
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as the "Daisy of Death" or "Flower of Artificial Life." It bends
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which was, AKA Daisy of Death which was AKA Flower of Artificial Life. All
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known as the Daisy of Death! That"s what I said. I just-1 burst

reveal about the Daisy of Death paradigm and how it"s being taught and what
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Doom, and the Daisy of Death, and those kind of things. And showed how
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about at the Daisy of Death Matrix that those guys, the "Bloom of
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and into the Daisy of Doom. And, you "ll have extra energy from
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of Doom I Daisy of Death harness, that completely messes up the Light Body
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of Doom," "Daisy of Death" or the "Flower of Artificial Life" and
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or the "Daisy of Death" or the "Flower of Artificial Life" because
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or the "Daisy of Death" or the "Flower of Artificial Light and
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like the "Daisy of Death." And because it is the "Daisy of

is the "Daisy of Death" and that"s why we call it that. We
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06] The "Daisy of Death", "Poison Apple" & Tree of Artificial (
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connected to the Daisy of Death and all of that metatronic stuff That is
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presenters of the Daisy of Death paradigm that talk about this in some of
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to like a daisy of death workshop, for example and just all of a

levitate into a daisy of death workshop. But, it would be fun especially if
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taught about the Daisy of Death that is not the Flower of Life and
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showing the "Daisy of Death" and how it fit into the natural matrix
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known as the Daisy of Death Matrix. Yeah, this is hugely connected with that
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are pumping the Daisy of Death material here and like- what is working with
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will release the Daisy of Death Seal. The Daisy of Death shape all right,

Death Seal. The Daisy of Death shape all right, that pretty little flower of

sets of the Daisy of Death pattern. One of them is in the Wesedak
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fits into the Daisy of Death. It shows over here a little bit, but
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called "the Daisy of Death" all right, the 1st Daisy of Death, a

right, the 1st Daisy of Death, a set of arcs. These arcs are from
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form this outer Daisy of Death, all right. So, you have the Daisy of

you have the Daisy of Death that forms with P9, P3, P4 and P10,
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is the triple Daisy of Death configuration- the 6-6-6, and that is

because that middle daisy, it"s the middle daisy cause this is the outer daisy,

it"s the middle daisy cause this is the outer daisy, and then there"s a



is the outer daisy, and then there"s a smaller one inside that connects into
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like a double daisy of death configuration, and it literally, at the center of
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here- are the Daisy of Death configurations that we"ve talked about before, where natural

it the Green Daisy. This is the one that plugged directly into Wesedek Matrix.

Matrix. This inner Daisy is the Green Daisy. And outside of that, there is

is the Green Daisy. And outside of that, there is another one that is

to the Green Daisy. Then you have the Sagittarius A star system, which is

to the Red Daisy. So, this in itself is referred to as the Procyak

to activate their daisy codes on one spin, and the others try to activate

activate their green daisy codes ... because ... well, we"re in a system that"s

thing. The Red Daisy, the outer one, the larger one, that"s held by the

form the Red Daisy around the Green Daisy. But there"s still that one-third

around the Green Daisy. But there"s still that one-third arc left. Now, if
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with the Green Daisy system, the outer gates that go with the Red Daisy

with the Red Daisy system, and then these are the little one third power
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to activate their Daisy in the center The Red Dragons are trying to activate
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Red Dragon Red Daisy Harness, to re-start the one-third Milky Way lotus

out the Green Daisy stuff in the center as well. We"re unplugging from the
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is a double Daisy of Death, that is collectively the Procyak Matrix. We have
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bit, the White Daisy. And essentially what their intention is, is to ... well,

to the White Daisy and the Rigel ian-Zeta invasion is directed at Earth
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about the Red Daisy crew and the Green Daisy crew of the Procyak Matrix

and the Green Daisy crew of the Procyak Matrix at the center of the

about the White Daisy crew, but not much. The White Daisy crew is what

much. The White Daisy crew is what the problem is. And we"ll talk more
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through the Red Daisy matrix in 2003. This means it"s in that Black hole
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to the White Daisy, which is at the center of the Procyak Matrix, which
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has a white daisy in it. I have a feeling, they haven"t told me
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locked into the Daisy of Death position ... the one third of them that"s
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with the White Daisy network, there would still be some degree, but much more
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as the White Daisy people. And we"ll look at some of what that means.
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life designs, or Daisy of Deaths, as we call them, and there would be
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we call the Daisy of Death. We call it together the Bloom of Doom,
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those teaching the Daisy of Death paradigm and other things like it Because there
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with the White Daisy. And then that part was pulled into Hibernation Zones in
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to the White Daisy Matrix. Next one, please. [graph 110 13] A"zah This
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layers of the Daisy of Death configuration, which is the false Flower of Life
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and the White Daisy structure at the center of the Milky Way where it
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if the White Daisy is throwing whatever kind of nonsense, trying very hard to
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of Doom, or Daisy of Death, that we"ve talked about in relation to the
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petals of the Daisy of Death, Bloom of Doom, Bubble of Trouble I love
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that opens the Daisy, and they got it. It falls Phantom. And falling Phantom

mess of the Daisy of Death stuff, and so Phantom couldn"t even be pulled
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Doom or triple Daisy of Death configuration that actually squeezes the Kathara Grid into
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and the messy Daisy of Death stuff that is happening at the middle. This
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even showing the Daisy configuration, the Bloom of Doom that is the planetary level
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Doom and the Daisy of Death finite life Lotus configurations, the Bubble of Trouble,
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talk about the Daisy of Death, and the Bloom of Doom and the Bubble
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it in the Daisy of Death paradigm books that are all over New Age
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12:50] (Daisy of Death) That nasty Tree of Artificial Life configuration is

is called the Daisy of Death. Now normally our natural Kathara Grid would have

is what the Daisy of Death paradigm is. And I used to try to
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to as the Daisy of Death that is part of the Tree of Artificial
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notice, there"s one Daisy of Death, right? And then there"s another one outside of

them into the Daisy of Death position. This is the beginning of understanding what"s

more than one Daisy of Death configuration compiling and interfacing with each other. It
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through to the Daisy of Copvtight A"shavana & A"zahvana Deane, 2008. All Rights Reserved:
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see the Double Daisy. And there"s actually a third Daisy that is in the

actually a third Daisy that is in the YOdhA VOdhA Matrix in the Wesadak
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created the Outer Daisy. That would be the Red Daisy. And the inside one

be the Red Daisy. And the inside one was the first one created. That

be the Green Daisy. And then there"s a White Daisy that is at the

there"s a White Daisy that is at the core of that, that interfaces directly
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with the second Daisy, and you"ll see in a minute. You"ll see how this
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& YHWH666 Death Daisy Seal Copyright A"shavana & A"zahvana Deane. 2008, All Rights
ResetVed;
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are the Double Daisy of Death that has its third component in the YOdhA
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with the Inner Daisy crew, right, that had to do with the Wesadak Matrix.
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group into a Daisy of Death workshop, say "Hi I Anybody want to
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stuck in a Daisy of Death pattern, and you can"t phase and generate more
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as the "Daisy of Death" program on their radio interview on September 7th,
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reversed ShOna Daisy of Death configuration which prevents us from merging with our
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The "DAISY OF DEATH," "POISON APPLE," and TREE OF ARTIFICAL (

USG-4. A) DAISY of DEATH Lotus Arc distortion generates artifical Merkaba Field harness
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Bloom of Doom/Daisy of Death‖ finite-life galactic black-hole network, the ―
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the Metatronic ―Daisy of Death/Bloom of Doom,‖ ―Golden-Serpent Snake,‖ ―
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